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Abstract: Given the important role entrepreneurship can play in the energy transition, in this paper
we set out to better understand how more radical business models and entrepreneurial journeys are
shaped by the institutional context and other system factors within which they aim to scale up. The
aim was to explore research questions related to how more radical business models and services,
and the entrepreneurs developing them, deal with the system around them, and what the system
conditions are that either limit or facilitate the flourishing of those energy services that are
potentially strong contributors to the energy transition because they challenge the existing system.
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1. Introduction
With all the attention the energy transition attracts nowadays, one could easily imagine that
doing business in this market is an easy ticket to success. Sadly, this is not the case. In reality, only a
relatively small group of entrepreneurs is able to take advantage of this sense of urgency. Of course,
there are many explanations for this. The complexity of climate change can hardly be underestimated,
nor can the struggle to create solutions to solve the problem of market uptake. One thing is certain:
entrepreneurs play a key role in the energy transition. After analyzing dozens of business models,
conducting at least as many interviews with energy entrepreneurs, reading up on relevant theories,
and researching the characteristics of the markets in which they operate (as part of the annex “Energy
Business Models and Systems” under the Technology Collaboration Programme “User-Centered
Energy Systems” by the International Energy Agency), we conclude that those entrepreneurs that
manage to build strong business models for more radical energy services demonstrate the ability to
align many important elements, creating agency. However, many entrepreneurs that could make an
important contribution to the energy transition do not master that agency and need help from
multiple system stakeholders. However, the current energy transition market is too product-centered
to be able to offer that support and needs to change to increase or accelerate the uptake of energy
solutions.
2. Materials and Methods
Previous research on the apparent lack of market uptake of energy efficiency found that
entrepreneurs that adopt a service-oriented business model and have clear servitization skills [1].
These service-oriented entrepreneurs prove to be often more successful at creating a market for their
business model and service and at growing their market share and scaling up [2,3]. Given the
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important role entrepreneurship can play in the energy transition, we set out to better understand
how the uptake of more radical business models and services can benefit from a servitization
approach as well. In the framework of the annex “Energy Business Models and Systems” of the Users
Technology Collaboration Programme by the International Energy Agency (IEA), we explored these
questions with a research team from four countries: the Netherlands (coordinator), Australia, Ireland
and Sweden. The research was based on a dynamic, qualitative research methodology involving desk
research, a literature study, interviews and case studies.
3. Results
Our research found that only a few radical services and business models are successful. Mostly,
when these more radical business models and services challenge the existing system, by requiring
new technological, policy, institutional or cultural constellations to be able to scale up, very often they
are not successful at shaping these changes. Instead, these business models and services need to
adjust to survive, tone their level of innovation down and become more business-as-usual, and as
such the potential contribution they could make to the energy transition has not materialized [4].
Interestingly enough, the entrepreneurs we worked with listed similar types of barriers and pitfalls
to service-oriented business models that all can be seen as systemic barriers, barriers that are the
result of the current state of the system: a system that is transitioning towards a greener, more
inclusive, sustainable energy sector. We categorized the listed barriers and failures into the following
categories: complexity, uncertainty, technocracy, organized irresponsibility, and contestation. We
argue that the accumulation of the system pitfalls listed above causes inertia of the transition process.
However, we also witnessed a different kind of outcome for some of the potentially
transformative business models and energy services. Despite many setbacks, several entrepreneurs
were successful in breaking this pattern of reverting to business as usual, abandoning the potentially
transformative elements. These entrepreneurs are, unlike their peers, capable of delivering business
models and services that do contribute to the energy transition. What characterizes these
entrepreneurs, or entrepreneurial teams (some of these are consortia or energy communities), is first
of all that these entrepreneurs go beyond creating a service supporting business model: they create a
transition supporting business model to deliver a transformative innovation as a service.
A second characteristic of these entrepreneurs has to do with their interaction with the system.
Many of them are very capable of turning systemic challenges into opportunities. They use the
collectively experienced system failure as the raison d’être and legitimation for their business model.
Some of these entrepreneurs even go a step further. They develop their service and business model
with the explicit aim to contribute to changing policies or regulations, or answering questions,
contributing to discourses that need to be concluded for a step to be taken at the institutional level, and
are successful at doing so. This type of entrepreneurship is called institutional entrepreneurship [5–9].
4. Discussion and Conclusions
If we want to accelerate the energy transition and overcome inertia, we need many more energy
services and business models and thus many more entrepreneurs and initiatives to be successful at
contributing to the transition. One way of approaching this is of course to increase the number of
savvy or institutional entrepreneurs. Training and developing capabilities and adjusting business
models towards more service and transition orientation will certainly help. However, apart from the
fact that the transition capabilities are only transferrable to others to a certain extent, despite their
success, these entrepreneurs still have to operate in a system that falls short in supporting them as
well as their less savvy colleagues and competitors. Developers of energy services need to be able to
operate in a system that supports them and their transformative or transition-supporting service
much more effectively. At the moment this system is not yet ‘’fit to serve’’ energy services. The
question that emerges and that we will explore further is how the system could or should be adjusted
to become less product-focused and more service-supporting.
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